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Bar Professional Training Course
Intensive one-year Master’s level Programme

Students study:
• Advocacy • Professional Ethics
oExamination in chief • Civil Litigation 
oCross-examination • Criminal Litigation and 
oSubmissions to the court Sentencing

• Opinion writing • Alternative Dispute 
• Drafting Resolution
• Conference Skills

• Two Options 



Clinical Options on the 
Bar Professional Training Course
■Students study two Options on the BPTC.

■CLS offers three clinical options:
■Free Representation Unit: Employment;
■Free Representation Unit: Social Security;

■National Centre for Domestic Violence: Domestic Violence.

■Developed collaboration with these charitable, client-
focussed organisations.
■http://www.thefru.org.uk/
■http://www.ncdv.org.uk/



Research over three years to explore student experience 

■2015-16:
■Pre- and post-experience survey
■Pre- and post-experience focus groups
■Addressed several issues including student anxiety
■Issues with client emotions arose. 

■2016-17:
■More focussed research into emotional labour
■Survey once students have started working with clients.
■Focus group at end of option.  

■2017-18:
■Survey once students have started working with clients.
■Focus group at end of option.  



The need for training in conference skills

it was particularly pronounced I think because of the particular 
client I had in my first case. She suffered from schizophrenia 
and heard voices. That was their primary medical condition. I 
got into the conference with her and about 20 minutes in, with 
me having written three pages worth of questions I was going 
to go through with her really pressing the details on various 
points. She basically stood up and said ‘I don't want to do this 
anymore. I'm going to go’. (M1SS18)



At first I was worried that I’d sort of said something to offend 
her or done something wrong. It transpired that she was 
actually hearing voices during the conference and she just 
didn’t feel comfortable staying in the room. So we rescheduled 
it … Same thing ultimately happened but I was so intent on 
being able to represent her and trying to take the most basic 
instructions I possibly could from her in order to be able to 
represent her that in effect I came very close to leading and 
coaching her in that second conference just to get to the point 
of being able to continue the case. And at the time that felt like 
the most pragmatic and sensible thing to do but actually now 
having studied conference skills I realise it was borderline 
unethical thing to do. (M1SS18)



Clients who tell you a story that you know cannot 
be true
I was basically going to have to say to her, “I understand it’s 
very difficult talking about your children being abused but your 
account doesn’t make sense.  The judge is going to look at 
this and instantly go, ‘This doesn’t add up.  What happened 
where?’”  And also in the back of my head, I’m thinking the 
local authority is going to get an interim care order review.  …
they’re going to go, “Her account is inconsistent, She hasn’t 
protected her children.  She’s potentially a risk for having not 
protected them,” …In which case, they’d probably be saying, 
“Okay, we want an interim care order.  We’ll have all three of 
your children.”  
You’re going, “You need to get your account quite straight, 
otherwise, this could have quite serious implications if it 
doesn’t already.” (F1DV16) 



Moral conflict in the tribunal hearing

[The client] showed up at tribunal looking like they were half 
dead. And I like ran a purely procedural argument on it 
because I didn't think judges would believe that. And like I've 
confirmed with my client that it’s the way his instructions were.  
Ran the procedural argument, won the procedural argument 
and walked out. And my client basically ran home well after 
that and it was actually kind of sickening to me because I 
mean you do the best for your client and like you have a duty 
to act in their best interest and to advocate for them. But I 
guess sometimes yeah. Sometimes philosophy and the 
academics of it sort of crash into the real world. (M2SS18)



Challenges from encountering experienced 
opponents

And the source of stress being on my case an opponent who 
is perhaps the most aggressive person I’ve ever met in my life 
who threatened costs in every phone call and email. I 
understand it’s probably a strategy but you know from the 
perspective of never having done something like this before or 
thinking crap will my client get costs [penalties]? Am I going to 
screw up here? (M1Emp18)



I think because the better your opponent I think it brings out a 
better side of you - wakes you up a bit. I mean it scares you 
right in the beginning when you realize “Oh man I have senior 
counsel like opposing me” … That's something that you know 
you have to get over it because it's this guy's life right. And 
this actually means a lot to him because … from what my 
client was saying getting a good outcome was the difference 
between keeping a roof over his head and his family first. 
(M2Emp18)



Challenges from the Bench:
Social Security Tribunal
After the judge has done the introductions and the immediate 
preliminaries he handed it to the doctor to ask questions who 
launched into a 30 - 40 minute barrage of interrogation almost of 
questions which went far beyond anything I've seen before both in 
terms of tone and attitude and style of questioning. It's incredibly 
hostile and aggressive but also far beyond what she should have 
been asking about because she was asking effectively the claimant 
to try and justify the doctor's decisions and why she had been 
prescribed certain things. So it was a really awful situation for the 
claimant to bear. And somewhat surprisingly the claimant ultimately 
broke down completely. …  She burst into tears.  …  And I tried to 
intervene a couple of times during the questioning to try and tame 
things a bit and bring it back. And the doctor had shut me down. 
(M1SS18)



Representing: standing your ground

I basically stood firm and said ‘No my client is a really 
vulnerable individual - this style of questioning has not been 
appropriate. We need to resolve this.’ And I basically just 
made submissions on her behalf in the room. God knows 
whether I did the right thing procedurally but ultimately it 
worked out. The judge said okay fine we'll have a quick 
discussion and then they agreed without having to reconvene 
- they agreed to grant the application. (M1SS18)



Developing resilience

“You need to be resilient because I think that it’s something 
that you might have to find within you and having someone tell 
you toughen up and be stronger, it's not really going to -- it’s 
such a horrid thing to tell someone. I would hate it.” (F1DV17)

“I think experience was what really helps you with this.” 
(F1SS17)

"I think what helped was that [supervisor] told us practical 
steps to take rather than tell us to be tough and to be resilient 
because those things would not have helped us.  But taking 
these practical steps would be telling us how to do it.” 
(F2DV17)



Research into student resilience at Leeds 
University

■Resilience is about the individual, and the context in which 
they are operating

■Internal factors: optimism, control, dealing with change & 
uncertainty, dealing with failure, competence, self-care, goal-
setting, expectations of self

■External factors: relationships (personal & professional), 
transitions, expectations, formal support, organisational 
processes, expectations of others 
(Lydia Bleasdale, 2017)



Self-determination theory

[P]eople need to feel that they are good at what they 
do or at least can become good at it (competence); 
that they are doing what they choose and want to be 
doing, that is, what they enjoy or at least believe in 
(autonomy); and that they are relating meaningfully 
to others in the process, that is, connecting with the 
selves of other people (relatedness).  

(Sheldon & Krieger (2007) 885)



Motivations for choosing clinic option
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Motivations for work with client
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Student reflections on their motivation

“although my motivation for selecting the option was connected to 
my studies and my CV; when conducting actual work with clients, 
these (and the connected statements above) were completely 
unimportant to the conduct of my work. Once involved in a client's 
case, the motivation became about them - not born out of any self 
interest.” (M SS18)

“I tend to be motivated by a desire to do my best rather than please 
the client. Often by doing my best for a client, this will result in my 
pleasing them, but sometimes I have to provide them with bad news 
and the case may not go well for them. I am very competitive, 
hence why my main motivators are winning, achieving justice and 
making my own decisions - each of which this module enabled me 
to achieve.” (F Emp 18)



Competence, autonomy and relatedness
“I think [relatedness] is more important for me than the others. 
… Because I think what really drives me is helping others and 
I think … being competent feeds into [relatedness] for me.  
So, being competent is very necessary, being good at 
something is necessary in order to help people better.” (F1 DV 
17).
This raised an immediate response: 
“I think competence is the most important thing because 
especially with the Bar, you need to know your stuff otherwise 
you’re going to get terrible barristers, so I think competency is 
the main thing and autonomy as well because it’s a self-
employed profession.  And I’m someone that’s always 
enjoyed working independently…. And meaningful 
relationships I think that is a less important thing.” (F SS 17)



Relatedness

“I bumped into a barrister yesterday who I did my very first 
mini-pupillage with.  … it was really bizarre, because he was 
busy, you know he was about to go into court.  But he couldn’t 
just say, “Oh okay, good to see you.”  He can’t really sort of 
stop for five seconds and I see other barristers who are 
brilliant and just switching just like, they’ll say something really 
communicate with you and then get with what they do.  … 
Those are the ones I aspire to be.” 

(F2 DV17) (general agreement)



Interactions between these three needs

“I’d complicate that autonomy element.  I think it’s kind of 
balance of -- a balance of autonomy and then working with 
other people.  I think that’s the agenda, sort of unfettered 
autonomy is –” (M SS17) (interrupted)

“So autonomy needs to be balanced with a meaningful 
relatedness.  You can’t just be autonomous on your own.  
Yeah, there should be a sort of balance on those and then the 
other things that you were saying and things like empathy also 
would feed into those things and also would be influenced by 
those things.” (F SS 17) 



“I think for me relatedness or relationships that’s particularly 
key I think in general specific in the Bar I always think one of 
the things that resonates with me is the sort of point how you 
can build your whole career, your reputation that you can lose 
in five seconds at the Bar.  And once it’s gone, you’re not 
going to get it back but based on it, you can’t be trusted 
perhaps.” (M Emp 17)



Training session on empathy

Professional empathy

■Understanding the client’s situation perspective and feelings;
■Communicating that understanding and checking its 

accuracy;
■Acting on that understanding with the client in a helpful 

(professional) way 
(Mercer & Reynolds)



Professional empathy improves clients’ 
experience

The research shows that client satisfaction is concerned more 
with the process than with the outcome of representation. 
(Cunningham, 2013,)

Research by the Law Society showed the importance of the 
client feeling listened to and respected: “She talked to me, as 
a person, with respect.”
(Sommerlad & Wall, 1999)



We can benefit from expressing empathy

Increased expressions of empathy are associated with 
improvements in relationships and increased job satisfaction

(Roter et al, 1997)

High empathy scores correlate directly with wellbeing and 
negatively with burnout

(Thomas et al, 2007)

Expressing empathy in context of mindfulness training for 
improved communication can protect against burnout

(Krasner et al, 2002)
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